




















In 2019, Tamiya gave the aircraft model world a superb new kit with its Lockheed P-38 F/G 
Lightning.  It followed shortly with a P-38H kit leaving the door open for the definitive J and L 
variants.  Hopefully, that's in the works for some time in the future.  The Lightning kit 
incorporates new molds and advances first displayed with the earlier Spitfire I and Bf-109G-6 
releases.  All parts fit together perfectly with little or no fill required; the interior and landing gear 
bay detail is outstanding; and weights are included for the two booms and the nose pod of the 
aircraft.  There are few seams or ejector pin marks and the ones that exist are in non-
conspicuous places.  There are 54 steps shown in the instructions but each step covers only a 
few parts similar to the new Airfix kits.  The instructions should be followed in sequence in order 
to avoid fit problems later.   Clear parts masks are provided although they took the paint off 
when I removed them so I opted for a set of Eduard masks which are perfect.  Decals are 
provided for two aircraft: "White 147" 339th Fighter Squadron, 347 Fighter Group, 13th Air 
Force, Operation Vengeance (attack on Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto's aircraft) Bouganville 
Island, April 1943; and "White 33" 39th Fighter Squadron, 35th Fighter Group, 5th Air Force, 

Kit Review : Tamiya 1/48 P-38F/G (with Background)                           ...Alex Valz

Development of the P-38
Design of the P-38 began in 1937 by a Lockheed team under the direction of Hall Hibbard and 
Clarence "Kelly" Johnson.  The team considered a range of twin-engine configurations including 
both engines in a central fuselage with push-pull propellers.  Eventually this was dropped in favor 
of a configuration including twin booms to accommodate the tail assembly, engines, and turbo-
superchargers, with a central nacelle for the pilot and armament.  Several armament 
combinations were considered but the final one incorporated in the P-38E included four M2 
Browning .50 caliber machine guns and one Hispano 20mm auto cannon with 150 rounds, all 
mounted in the nose in front of the pilot.  This gave the aircraft a potent concentrated punch.  By 
late 1942 the P-38s were being used in the Mediterranean and Pacific Theaters. 11



Mediterranean and European Theaters
In the Mediterranean Theater of Operations, early results were mixed.  Overall, the P-38 suffered 
its higher losses in this theater partly because of misuse and inexperience.  Initially, the P-38  
was used primarily as a bomber escort but were vulnerable to attack from above by German 
fighters because the aircraft was required to fly near the bombers at all times and was not 
granted the initiative to fly ahead and clear airspace.  After serious losses, American leadership 
changed tactics and the P-38's combat performance improved.  German assessment of the P-38 
was mixed with some Luftwaffe pilots saying the P-38 was more maneuverable and faster than 
their planes but others claiming the opposite.  Fighter Chief Adolf Galland bluntly said it was 
inferior to the German fighters.  So who is right in this discussion.  Obviously, experience of pilots 
has much to do with the performance of this aircraft in combat.

In Europe, the P-38 was used to escort bombers in raids over Germany along with the P-47 but 
the result of these raids was often disastrous with high casualties among bombers and escorts. 
However, this was during a time when the Luftwaffe was at it's peak.  The P-38 excelled as a 
fighter-bomber but this role was later given to the P-47 and the bomber escort duty was turned 
over to the P-51 as more of these excellent aircraft arrived in Europe.

Pacific Theater
The P-38 was used most extensively and successfully in the Pacific theater, where it proved 
more suited, combining exceptional range with the reliability of two engines for long missions 
over water.  With the oppressive tropical heat, the cockpit temperatures soared and pilots often 
flew in shorts, sneakers, and a parachute.  Even though it could not outturn the A6M Zero and 
other Japanese aircraft in a dogfight, it had superior speed and a good rate of climb that allowed 
it to make multiple passes at its target.  With all of its guns in the nose, it could quickly take out 
the lightly armored Japanese planes and at longer ranges than other aircraft with wing mounted 
guns.  In the Pacific, the P-38 was the aircraft of American's top aces, Richard Bong (40 
victories), Thomas McGuire (38 victories, and Charles MacDonald (27 victories).  The plane was 
a winner from the very beginning of its deployment there and, combined with the Marine Corps' 
F4U Corsair and the Navy's F6F Hellcat, greatly reduced the Japanese Air Forces as a major 
threat until the advent of the kamikaze.
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- A brief overview from PART 1

- Introduction to soldering techniques and tools and materials

-Demonstrations of:

-Seams

-Tinning 

I will be folding and soldering a 1/35 scale German MG34/42 Ammo Box (patronenkasten) for 
this purpose. 

Time permitting I would also like to show off my current Hummel project (Interior Scratch-build) 
complete with engine and scratch- built ZF SSG77 APHON transmission... I've attached a few 
pics. 

August Demonstration: Photo-Etch Part 2 - Soldering, Itinerary  ...Scott Wallace

Hummel Scratch-Build Interior Gallery                                             ...Scott Wallace
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IPMS Richmond
President - Mike Lyons

Dear Mr. Lyons,

My children and I are attempting to honor my husband's love of modeling as we let go of his 
collection of model kits. 

Does your club have any projects where you work with veterans or other groups to learn to build 
models ? Or do you know of any other organizations or projects that do ?

Most of the model kits Mark had are above a beginner level. Does your club ever auction model 
kits to raise money for your club ?

If your club could use these model kits, I would like to talk to you. 

I welcome any suggestions or assistance you can give to find "homes" for Mark's model kits.

Sincerely,

Deb Merritt Bragg
(---) ------- (Home)
(---) ------- (Cell)

Generous Model Kit Donation To Honor Late Husband :

I can't think of a better way to show the love of this family and their generosity than to reproduce 
the above letter that Mike Lyons received.  Mrs. Bragg donated 47 kits, Mike contributed 16 of 
those to Fork Union, a military school that has a scale modeling group which IPMS Richmond has 
been helping acquire quality model kits for their cadets.

....editor

Chapter Display Case Relocated to HobbyTown on West Broad St., Richmond

I received abrupt orders, from the Chesterfield 
County Airport (a.k.a. Richmond Executive 
Airport) management to remove the chapter 
display case, prior to the July chapter meeting.  
The Terminal was being renovated, and the 
display case was located in the Terminal Lobby.  
Through the awesome efforts of Travis Johnson 
and Gene Rasmussen, the HobbyTown owners 
were convinced to make room for it in the new 
Broad Street store's club area.  Others (John 
Kimbriel, Alex Valz, and Richard Leininger) helped 
to empty the display case of items in time for the 
July 6 move, accomplished by Stewart Moving & 
Storage.  Gene has "coordinated" the installing of 
new and varied display items, and acquired a sign 
that features our blogspot address.     ...editor Gene Rasmussen (l.) & Thomas Pulliam (r.)14
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